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GENERALIZED BINDING 
Steven Weisler 
O. Within the framework of transformational grammar there are two approaches 
to the derivation of long-distance dependencies between dislocated 
constituents and pronouns,! One position is presented in Chomsky (1977) in 
which the following English and Hebrew sentences are discussed. 
1. As far as John is concerned, I will never believe the claims that have 
been made about him. 
2. ze ha-il Ie (oto) ra'iti etmol. 
this the man that (him) saw-I yesterday 
"This is the man that I saw yesterday." 
In (I), as well as in the pronoun retaining version of (2), we find a 
dependency of some sort holding between a dislocated NP (John in (I) and 
ha-is in (2» and a pronoun which seems similar to that which holds in 
filler-gsp constructions (as, for example, in the version of (2) which omits 
~ between filler snd gap. The similarity of the two types of dependencies 
can be expressed in the following way with respect to (2): no matter whether 
the pronoun ~ is present or absent, the grammar must register the fact that 
the head of the relative denotes an individual who is seen (speaking 
loosely). In consideration of these kinds of examples, Chomsky suggests that 
only those involving gaps should be transformations11y derived, while the 
filler-pronoun dependencies should be accounted for by an interpretive rule 
which relates a focused NP (or the head of a relative) to the pronoun which 
it binds. Chomsky (l977), fo11owing the work in Faraci (l974), ca11s thiS 
rule a rule of predication which, in the case of relative clauses, requires 
" ... that the relative be taken as an open sentence satisfied by the entity 
referred to by the NP in which it appears." 
The rule of predication differs from Wh-Movement, the rule which Chomsky 
takes to account for the version of (2) witb gap (as well as for a full range 
of filler-gap constructions discussed in Chomsky (1977», in a number of 
ways. For example, a rule of predication is not a movement rule, hence, it 
is not sensitive to tbe island constraints (analyzed by subjacency in 
Chomsky's framework), whicb only govern movement rules. Thus, we expect tbe 
following contrast in grammaticality between (3) which exhibits 
Topicalization out of a Wh-island and (4) whicb binds the focus of an ~ 
construction to a pronoun in a Wh-island.2 
3. *Johnl." I know [who. [ ,hit ,]] J -J -l. 
4. As for Johni I know [whoj [ ___ j hit himi ]] 
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Similar contrasts can be illustrated with Hebrew relative clauses. Thus, the 
essence of Chomsky's analYllis of (1)-(4) is that there are two types of rulel . 
which account for long-diatance dependencies depending on whether they are of 
the filler-pronoun or filler-gap variety. The jUlltification for positi~g two 
types of binding operationll stema from a desire to explain which dependenciell .. 
are lIenllitive to syntactic illiands, and which are not. 
The aecond approach to generating filler-pronoun dependenciea in a tranll-
formational framework unifies their analyais with that of the filler-gap 
dependencies to a larger degree. On this view, both types of long-distance'· 
dependencies involve tranaformational derivation. After (say) Wh-Hovement 
has applied, an optional rule which spella out the trace of Wh-Hovement as s· 
ruumptive pronoun csn apply todiatinguiah filler-gap and filler-pronoun 
conatructiona. Such a proposal hall been made for a limited claaa of filler-
pronoun dependencies by Borer (1979). 
In thia paper, the main conclnsion is that both filler-gap and filler-pronoun·. 
dependencies can involve lIyntactic binding of the same aort. In my view, an 
adequate grammar muat be able to provide a uniform account of this 
generalized type of binding involving both gapa and pronounll. I consider 
lIeveral phenomena the analyais of which supports this conception of· 
generalized binding, including Irish relativization and complementizer 
alternationll, and various filler-pronoun dependencies in Englisb, Hebrew and 
Swedish. 
If thill poaition can be maintained, then the aecond approach to deriving 
filler-pronoun dependenciell mentioned above involving trace-spellout would 
appear to be preferable to the approach of Cbomsky (1977). However, a third 
poallibility, to be considered later in tbia paper (cf. appendicea 1-2), would 
be to adopt a base-generated analysia of filler-gap and filler-pronoun 
dependencies (cf. Itaplan and Brunan (1981». Such an approach sharu with 
the trace-spellout approach the ability to provide a uniform analysis of 
generalized binding, and may have other advantagea aa well. 
To approach these iuues I will begin with an examination of Irish long-
distance dependencies from the point of view of Chomaky (1977). After 
identifying lome problema, I go on to examine additional data drawn fro. 
English and Swedish (and the arguments concerning Swedilh in Zaenen, Engdahl, 
and Haling (1981». I will then return to the question of movement vs. baae-
generation. Finally, I consider the implicationa for the view of subjacency 
expreslled in Chomsky (1977) which arise if we adopt a system of generalized 
binding. The first appendix provides a brief introduction to the baae-
generated analysis of long-dilltance dependenciea proposed in Kaplan and 
Bresnan (1981). The second appendix extends thill approach to provide an 
account of the Irilh complementizer alternations which are discussed in the 
main text. 
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1.0 Irish, like Hebrew, allows both filler-gap and filler-pronoun 
dependencies in constructions involving long-distance binding.3 As far as 
restrictive relatives are concerned, we find a so-called direct relative 
which contains a filler-gap dependency, and an indirect relative with a 
filler-pronoun dependency. In Irish relatives, gaps and pronouns are in 
overlapping distribution in general accord with the hierarchy discussed in 
Keenan and Comrie (1977). 
Sa. an fear a dh{ol an domhan ••• 
the man that sold the world 
"the man that sold the world" 
b. *an fear a nd{olann s~ sn domban 
the man that sells he the world 
"the man that sells the world" 
6a. an scr{bbneoir a mbolann na mic 16inn 
the writer that praise the students 
"the writer that the students praise" 
b. an scr{bbneoir a molann na mic l:inn 6 
the writer that praise the students him 
"the writer that the students praise" 
7a. *an fear a mbeas tu a bh{ ocras ar ••• 
the man that think you that was hunger on 
"the man that you think was hungry" 
b. an fear a mbeas tG a raibh ocras air 
the man that think you that was hunger on-him4 
"the man that you think was hungry" 
Generally, gaps, but not resumptive pronouns, are possible in subject 
position, either is possible in direct object position, and resumptive 
pronouns only are required as the object of a preposition. Furthermore, as 
was the case in Hebrew, filler-pronoun dependencies are not sensitive to 
subjacency in Irish relatives, but filler-gap dependencies are: 
8. *an fear a ph6g m' an bhean a ph6S ••• 
the man that kissed I the woman that married 
"the man that I kissed the woman that married" 
9. an fear a bp~g mt an bhean go bp6s , ••• 
the man that kissed I the woman that married him 
"the man that I kissed the woman that married" 
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Thus far, the situation seems parallel to that in Hebrew, in important 
respects. Let us next consider some properties of the Irish complementizer 
system which bear implications for the analysis of Irish relativization 
1.1 The form of the Irish complementizer in a relative clause depends on a 
number of considerations including whether the relative is direct or 
indirect.S In order to postpone discussion of complementizer variation, in 
the previous examples all complementizers were glossed as~. Consider, 
however, the following more detailed transcriptions of indirect and 'direct 
relatives with a direct object dependency. 
10. an scribhneoir [s aN[Smolann na mic leinn ell 
the writer that praise the students him 
"the writer that the students praise" 
11. an scribhneoir [s aL[Smholann na mic leinn ___ ll 
the writer that praise the students 
"the writer that the students praise" 
In.(10), indirect relative, the complementizer transcribed here as "aN" is 
actually spelled "a" and pronounced as a schwa. It generally induces 
nasslization on the first segment of the first word in the sentence the 
complementizer introduces, hence the standard notation "N" in the 
transcription. In (11), the direct relative, the ''L'' in the transcription of 
the complementizer indicates lenition is generally induced on the first 
following segment, although the complementizer itself is, again, pronounced as 
schwa. This choice of complementizer forms is obligatory -- switching the two 
complementizer forms in (IO) and (II) results in complete ungrammaticality. 
Furthermore, the basic subordinate complementizer &2li cannot introduce either 
direct or indirect relatives. We have, then, basically the followi~g facts: 
12. Direct Relative [(Ded Nom[g aL ... ___ ••• l 1 
13. Indirect Relative [(Det) Nom[s aN ••• Pron ••• ll 
The array of facts becomes a bit more complicated when we consider embedded 
relative clauses. The embedded direct relatives are unsurprising: 
14. an fear aL deir siad aL sh(leann an t-athair aL phdSfaidh Sile ••• 
the man that say they that thinks the father that will marry Sheila 
"the man they say the father thinks that Sheila will marry" 
Each complementizer intervening between the head of the relative and the 
extraction site is (necessarily) A1. One form embedded indirect relatives 
may take is illustrated by the following example 
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15. an t-ursceal aN mheas me goN thuig me e ••• 6 
the novel that I thought I understood I it 
"the novel that I thought that I understood" 
Here we find the relative complementizer aN in immediate post-head position, 
with &2li, the normal subordinate complementizer, introducing the embedded 
clause containing a resumptive pronoun. (16) summarizes the facts 
illustrated in (14-15). 
16. Direct Relatives [(Det) Nom[~ aL ••• [~ aL ••• ___ ••• ]]] 
Indirect Relatives [(Det) Nom[~ aN ••• [~ goN ••• Pron ••• ]]] 
There is, however, a aecond pattern which embedded indirect relatives may 
follow that must also be accounted for. 7 This pattern is illustrated in 
(17). 
17. an fear aL mheas tu aN raibh ocras air ••• 
the man that thought you that was hunger on-him 
~ "the man that you~thought was hungry"~ 
The pattern of complementizers in this construction follows the schema in 
08>.8 
18. [(Det) Nom[~ aL ••• [~ aN ••• Pron ••• ]]] 
McCloskey (1979) points out that this last pattern is rare in spontaneous 
speech in Modern Irish. However, he indicates that there are speakers who 
accept such constructions, and that examples of such indirect relatives are 
included in grammars of Irish. Tous, although we might well treat this last 
pattern of complementizer distribution as dialectal (perhaps as part of a 
special register), it clearly requires a grammatical analysis. 
If we restrict our attention to the direct relative construction, a 
successive-cycle Wh-Movement analysis of the Irish relative seems quite 
plausible.9 Assuming thst a COMP node containing a [+Wh] term or its trace 
spells out as ll. we can account for all the relevant properties of direct 
relatives: both the island sensitivity of the construction and the 
distribution of complementizers follow from subjacency which requires 
successive cyclic movement. One possible drawback to this approach. noted by 
McCloskey (1979). is that there is no overt evidence for the promotion of Wh-
words in Irish. The particle ll. for instance. is convincingly argued by 
11cClcskey to be a complementizer. A more serious challenge for a Wh-Movement 
analysis arises when we consider indirect relatives of the form schematized 
in (18). In this regard McCloskey argues that if 
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... we attribute the substitution of II for .!ili in examples, 
such as (42a-42d), (46) [direct relatives -- swJ to the 
operation of a successive cyclic rule of Wh-movement, that 
explanation cannot in principle carryover to the 
substitution of II for &QE in pronoun retaining cases such as 
(49) and (51) [schematized in (18) -- sWJ. Yet it seems 
clear that n AI.!! dealing with !.l!!.ll!!!.I. phenomenon in both 
~ A unified analysis becomes possible only if n 
abandon!.l!!. usumption!.h.!!!.!.l!!. substitution of A relative 
complell!entizer of &21!.i!.!.l!!. effect !!.fA succenive-c;:yclic 
na !!.f Wh-lI!ovement. (l979:l9)(emphasis added) 
The highlighted conclusion is a consequence of the difference between rules 
of predication and transformation which Chomsky posits. Indirect relatives 
are not island-sensitive, and hence must, on Chomsky's view, be interpreted 
by a rule of predication. and not transformationally derived. If so, the 
distribution of ~ in each successively embedded COMP (up to the lowest COMP) 
csnnot be explained by the principle which explains the parallel distribution 
of ~ in direct relative -- Wh-Movement. 
The correct generalization which accounts in a unified manner for the 
distribution of II acron direct and indirect relatives can be informally 
stated by appealing to what Zaenen (1981), following Clements (1979), calls a 
bindipg domain. A binding domain is a path on a tree from a dislocated 
constituent to the term it binds as indicated below 
19. 
Binder 
Bindee 
Binding domain 
lOut of binding domain (from Zaenen (1981» 
Adapting the terminology in Clements (1979). Zaenen defines a binding domain 
U that which " ••• contains all the clauses dominating a bindee and not 
dominating a binder." Except for the special csse of the lowest COMP node in 
the indirect relative pattern in (18), we can explain the distribution of ~ 
by saying that it occurs in every COMP on the binding domain intervening 
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by saying that it occurs in every COMP on the binding domain intervening 
between the filler and the resumptive pronoun. The distribution of !'l< in 
direct relatives can be similarly captured by saying that it occurs in every 
COMP on the binding domain between the filler and its gap. Thus in 
consideration of the distribution of Irish complementizers, it seems that 
both filler-gap and filler-pronoun dependencies constitute syntactic binding 
'domains which require a special complementizer. This is counter to Chomsky's 
(1977) claim that only filler-gap dependencies involve syntactic binding. 
2.0 In the preceding discussion of Irish, I argued that the distribution of 
aL could be accounted for in a natural manner provided that we recognize the 
fact that both pronouns and empty categories can be syntactically bound (I 
provide an analysis of the complementizer alternations within the framework 
of LFG in Appendix 2). This characterization of syntactic binding is at odds 
with the account presented in Chomsky (1977). who takes island sensitivity to 
be part of the diagnostic for binding. Zaenen, Engdahl, and Maling 
(henceforth, ZEM) (1981) have independently challenged this view of syntactic 
binding, and have attempted to provide alternative criteria for establishing 
syntactic binding 
"'*-2;1' 'The first'argument they give is based' on relativizationin Swedishi' 
Consider the following data (from ZEM (1981». 
20. *Sinai flickvanner sager att hani/Kallei ar pa dRliga humor. 
self's girlfriends say that he/Kalle is in a bad mood. 
21. *[En av sinai flickvannerlj, jag undrade om det att Kallei 
one of self's girlfriends I wonder if it that Kalle 
inte langre fick traffar hennej kunde ligga bakom hans dSliga humor. 
no longer see her could Ke beh1nd his bad mood. 
The possessive reflexive determiner sinA cannot not generally precede its 
antecedent (ZEM assume that the dislocated construction in (21) does not 
involve syntactic binding, and is generated a8 8uch (in a movement 
framework». However, contrast (20) with the corresponding Wh-question in 
(22). 
22. Vilken av sinai flickvanner tror du att Kallei inte langre traffar? 
which of self'si girlfriends think you that Kallei no longer sees 
In (22). despite the fact that !i~ precedes its antecedent, the sentence is 
grammatical. ZEM point out that the classical analysis of (22) would assume 
that ref1exivization applies prior Wh-Movement. Finally, consider (23). 
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23. [Vilken av sinai flickvannerlj undrade du om det att Kallei 
which of self's girlfriends wonder you if it that Kallei 
inte langre fick traffa henne j kunde ligga bakom hans dllliga hunor? 
no longer sees her could lie Dehind his bad mood 
(23), like (22), is grammatical despite the fact that sina precedes its 
antecedent Kalle. Ho\qever, in this case, there is no Wh-extraction gap --
henne (her) is ~lhat is bound by the Wh-phrase. ZE~I conclude that the SI"0S02 
in which henne is bound is the same sense in which gaps are bound in Sued ish 
to account for the range of apparent exceptions to the proper binding of 
reflexives. If, for example, Wh-Hovement applies to create the long-distance 
dependency in (23) (followed by a rule which introduced resumptive pror,ouns 
where extraction is into an island), we can carryover the account suggested 
for (22). 
2.2 Z~1's second argument involves coordination. lO 
24. *Dar borta glr en man sam jag oft a traffor men inte minns am 
there goes a man that I often see but don't remember if 
Marie kiiuner Kalle. 
Marie knows Kalle. 
25. Dar borta glr en man sam jag ofta triiffPr tlen inte minns am du klinner. 
there goes man that I often meet but don't remember if you know. 
These examples sho~1 that in Swedish, as ~lell as in English, Wh-l'~ovement in 
coordinate structures follows the pattern of A{cross) T{he) B(oard) 
extraction discussed and variously analyzed by Ross (1967), Williams (1978), 
Gazdar (1981), and others. Considered from the point of view of a movement 
analysis, if Wh-Movement applies out of one conjunct of a coordinate 
structure, it must apply out of all conjuncts. Given this parallelism 
requirement on syntactic binding in coordinate structure, ZEN point out that 
(26) is grammatical in Swedish. 
26. Dar borts g~r en mani sam jag ofta traffar men inte minns vad 
there goes a man that I often meet but don't remember what 
hani heter. 
he is ca lIed. 
and conclude that the binding of the pronoun han (he) y"ust be syntactic to 
account for why (26) does not violate the ATB principle. 
2.3 There is, however, another plausible way of looking at the data. II 
Suppose we agree that the reflexive binding argument and the ATB argument 
support the claim that both gaps and resuFlptive pronouns are bound in the 
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same sense, but we deny that the relevant level at which the binding in 
question is analyzed is syntactic. Since it is (relatively) uncontroversial 
to treat both gaps and resumptive pronouns as being operator-bound (O-bound) 
at logical form, we might conclude that both reflexive binding and ATB in 
Swedish are properties which are sensitive to O-binding. On this view, only 
gaps would be syntactically bound (by movement), whereas both gaps and 
resumptive pronouns (i.e. those pronouns to which a rule of predication in 
the sense of Chomsky (1977) has applied) would translate into O-bound 
variables at LF. 
Can the conditions on reflexive binding and ATB "extraction" be computed on 
LF in the grammar of Swedish? If so, the preceding position could be 
maintained, and the position argued for by ZEN, rejected. In the case of 
reflexive binding, it seems quite reasonable that if the correct algorithm 
for assigning an index to the reflexive in a dislocated constituent involves 
something like considering the dislocated material at the location of its 
bindee,12 the notion "location of its bindee" could just as easily be defined 
at LF as it could at S-structure. In the case at ArB, matters are more 
complex. We could imagine, for example, that William's ATB factorization 
principle should be extended to govern all movement rules in both the syntax 
and LF components. Although such a approach may have its merits, it will not 
account for the problems at hand. Note that first of all, the generation of 
sentences like (26) would be blocked in the syntactic component of a grammar 
which generalized ATB to all movement rules. Furthermore, even if (26) were 
generated by the syntactic component, no scope assigning movement rules will 
involve the Wh-phrase and the two O-bound terms, on the standard analysis 
(since QR, the only relevant movement rule at LF, does not apply to moved Wh-
phrases). Thus, even though the Wh-phrase in (26) would correspond to an 
operator which O-binds a variable in each conjunct of the coordination over 
which it takes scope, construing ATB as a condition on rules makes it 
insensitive to this property. 
The obvious alternative is to treat ATB as a condition on representations at 
LF. As such, ATB would require that O-binding of variables must be across-
the-board. Although I will not work out the details of such a proposal here, 
the basic idea would involve mapping structures such as those in (27) into 
LFs such as (28). 
27a. ISWhiL .. ti .. ·Jl 
b. ISWhil ••• Proni"']] 
28. IS for which x, ... I ... x ... Jl 
A well-formedness condition would insure that each conjunct over which the 
operator for EPich ~ takes scope must contain a variable which it O-binds. 
The position being considered on which gaps alone are syntactically bound snd 
gaps and resumptive pronouns are both O-bound, although plausible (provided 
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its details can be worked out> and perhaps minimal in comparison to ZEM'a 
propoaal (which will presumably also require some version of O-binding to 
generalize to resumptive pronouns and gaps), can nevertheless be sbown to be 
insufficient to account for certain cases of reflexive binding in English. 
Above I suggeated that reflexive binding in Swedish could quite possibly be 
analyzed at LF. Syntactic structurea auch as (29) and (30) would both be 
mapped onto (31) at LF. 
29. [S[NP-
I 
Vilken av ainai flickvanner][ ••• Kallei···tj"']] 
)~,-
30. [S[NPj Villten av ainai flicltvanner][ ••• Kallei.·.hennej"']] 
31. [S for which x, x one of aelf'a girlfriends][ ••• Kallei ••• x ••• ]] 
We next must compute the index on ~ (by assigning it the index i). 
Suppose the relevant algorithm involves treating the material in COMP as if 
it were at the location of the variable ~ which it binda, and then 
calculating the index on ~ according to the normal procedure (presumably 
involving some notion of command) relative to this position. Note that we are 
not actually lowering the material in COMP at LF -- we simply calculate the 
anaphoric index of the reflexive relative to the terminus of the binding path 
without actually deriving a LF in which the material in COMP is lowered. 
Further operationa will define a semantics for coindexed LFs (cf. Weisler (in 
progreas». I would now like to consider a range of reflexive binding cases 
in English to which this LF reconstruction procedure cannot be succesaively ,:' 
applied. 
3.0 Although English lacka a grammaticalized possessive reflexive, cases in 
which Wh-Movement appliea to picture NPs provide a problem of analysis 
aimilar to that posed by the Swedish examples. Consider (32), for example. 
32. Which picture of himself did Bill like? 
In (32) we find configuration parallel to that in the Swedish examplea in 
that a reflexive form precedes its antecedent. Of even greater interest are 
the long-diatance picture NP extractions illustrated in (33).13 
33a. Which picture of himself did Mary believe Bill identified? 
b. Which picture of himaelf did Mary believe Bill regretted that 
Playgirl published? 
c. Which picture of himself did Bill believe Max regretted that 
Hugh published? 
The correct analysis must identify !ill in (33a-b), and Mill, ~ and Hugh as 
poaaible controllers for the reflexive.l 4 Suppose we make the assumption 
that a possible antecedent for a reflexive must "match" the reflexive in 
features of person, number, and gender, while at the same time commanding it 
(in the relevant aense), and being such that no intervening subject occurs 
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between it and the reflexive. This last condition, which has been analyzed 
by Chomsky (1977) as the Specified Subject Condition, accounts for why Bill, 
but not Max, is a possible controller for the reflexive in (34). 
34. Max told Bill to kiss himself. 
Putting aside the matter of how the closest subject condition is to be 
analyzed (cf. Pullum (1977», we can at least assume that reflexive' binding 
is subject to some kind of intervention constraint (IC). (35) shows that the 
IC governs reflexives in picture NPs. 
35a. Max convinced Bill to submit a picture of himself. 
b. Max said Bill knows which picture of himself Mary likes. 
In both of these examples Bill, but not ~ is a possible controller for the 
reflexive, consistent with the IC. The puzzle, then, is to explain the 
examples in (33b-c). 
Returning to the example in (33a), we can explain why Mary is not a possible 
controller for himself independently of the IC effect, since there is a 
problem with a gender mismatch in this case. However, following the 
reconstruction procedure sketched above, if we establish the anaphoric index 
of the reflexive relative to the positioning of the picture NP at the 
location of the extraction site, we have no explanation for why (33b) is not 
ungrammatical (since the subject Playgirl intervenes between the extraction 
site and Bill) and (33c) univocal (with the lowest subject, Hugh being the 
only possible controller). 
We can characterize the difference between the declarative structurea in (34, 
35a) and the Wh-Movement constructions in (33) with respect to the IC by 
noting that in the former case the lowest subject is a possible 
controller from a reflexive, whereas in the latter case ~ embedded ~
is ~ possible controller. If we assume that syntactic binding is successive-
cyclic, we can explain this array of facts by allowing the binding chain to 
extend the range of reflexive coindexing possibilities. In (33b), for 
example, we would compute the anaphoric index of the reflexive while 
alternatively considering the material in the Wh-phrase at the location of 
each COMP in the binding domain which is bound by the Wh-word (and, of 
course, at the extraction site). In a movement analysis this "COMP to COMP" 
effect could be accounted for by applying reflexive coindexing after Wh-
Movement on each cycle. Relative to the next most embedded COMP, each 
subject will be the "lowest subject," and will therefore qualify as a 
possible controller for the reflexive on this cyclic interpretation 
procedure. Thus, reflexive binding manifests what we might call the ~
property. Of course, in examples such as those in (34, 35a), there will be 
no binding chain to consider, and the IC will reveal its effect directly. 
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3.0.1 Prior to investigating the importance of the pits top property for the 
binding theory, an argument due to Pullum (1977) calculated to dispute the 
successive-cyclic nature of picture NP reflexive binding in Wh-moved 
constructions such as (3Sb) deserves attention. Pullum first points out that 
the trace of Wh-llovement will count as an intervener for the purposes or the 
IC. 
36. *Which gUYi does sue~ believe ti to have taken that 
picture of herself j 
Here ti ia the only possible antecedent for the reflexive accounting for the 
ungrammaticality of (36) on the indexing shown (compare: which gUYi does 
Suej believe ti to have taken a picture of himself i ?). Next, Pullum offers a 
"crucial experiment" to test for successive-cyclic Uh-Hovement in the for of 
(37). 
37a. Which walls Sami think t there are pictures himself i on 
b. Which walls does Sam think there are pictures of himself on? 
If, Pullum argues, Wh-Movement is successive-cyclic, there will be a trace 
intervening between hmi and himulf i (shown in (37a». However, the 
resulting string, (37b) is grammatical, suggesting that there is not trace in 
the intervening COMP in (37a) -- that is, that Wh-Movement is unbounded. 
Otherwise, we have no account for why the questionable trace fails to act as 
a intervener for the purposes of the IC. So the argument runs. 
Unless there is a convincing reply to Pullum's argument, the appeal to the 
pits top property to explain the pattern of reflexive binding in (33) is 
rendered suspect inasmuch as my proposal ties the possibility of cyclic 
reflexive binding to the successive-cyclicity of Wh-!Iovement. Fortunately, 
tbere is a problem with Pullum's argument, although to pursue it will take us 
into some poorly charted waters. 
Consider first (38) (a Pullum's (47». 
38. *Charlesi doesn't know which QfhiL girlfriends j were 
shocked by the pictures of himself i • 
(38) shows that Wh-phrases can be interveners which engsge the IC, thereby 
blocking the co-indexing here. However, consider the ~fu-phrase in (39). 
39. Sami knows ~ Xlllj there are pictures of himselfi on tj. 
Here the Wh-phrase ~ ~ does not work to block co-indexing between fu!JI!. 
and himself. (Why?) It is, therefore, not surprising that the trace of Wh-
Movement in the direct question corresponding to (38) does not trigger the 
IC: 
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40. Which wallsj does Sami know tj there are pictures of himselfi on tj? 
Since (40) has the same structure as Pullum'. crucial example (37), bis 
argument against successive cyclicity collapses, although important questions 
concerning the constructions in (37-40) remain. 
Summarizing thus far, I have argued that Wh-moved picture NPs containing 
reflexivea exemplify the pitstop property -- the anaphoric possibilities for 
reflexives in such constructions are calculated by considering the Wb-phrase 
as if it were variously at each COMP in its binding domain, as well as at the 
original extraction site (and, of course, at its surface position). Viewed 
in this way, the apparent violation of the IC in Wh-moved constructions csn 
be explained. 
I have gone into some detail to argue for the pitstop property as a core 
property of binding in English. However, once it is established that the 
pits top property is a property of binding domains, it remains to ask if there 
is any evidence that it is a property of syntactic binding domains, or 
whether this property can be described on the basis of O-binding at LF, as I 
suggested the binding of sina in the Swedish example could. We can address 
this question by considering reflexive binding in the English as-for 
construction. 
3.2 It is sometimes suggested that returning pronouns which appear in ~ 
constructions are not true resumptive pronouns because such constructions 
require neither pronoun nor gaps to be grammatical: 
41a. As for the book, it shouldn't be published. 
b. As for the book, the last chapter is boring. 
c. As for the book, I simply don't have time now. 
(41) illustrates the range of possibilities permitted. In the (b) example 
the NP ~ last chapter is involved in a pragmatic connection which is 
established between the focus of the as-for construction and the embedded 
clause. In (4lc) it is difficult to identify any NP which is even 
pragmatically connected to the focus -- the connection involves the focus and 
the content of the embedded clause. 
True as this may be, it is not clear how it bears on the question of whether 
the pronoun in (41a) is syntactically bound. The logic of the argument 
(which moves from the premise that the pronoun is unessential, to the 
conclusion that it is not syntactically bound) is not compelling. Consider 
the two complement adjective constructions in (42). 
42a. The water level in Amherst was too low for the scientists 
to measure __ • 
b. The water level in Amherst was too low for the scientists 
to measure it. 
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We would not want to conclude that the gap in (42a) is not syntactically 
bound because it is not essential U.e., required in the construction). The 
sensitivity of the binding of this gap to the same island constraints that: 
other bona fide gaps are sensitive to is enough to undermine this position. 
(43) shows sensitivity to Wh-islands, for example. ' 
43a. *The water level in Amherst was too low for the scientists' 
that measured ___ to be pleased. 
b. The water level in Amherst was too low for the scientists 
that measured it to be pleased. 
So much for the claim that the pronoun in (41a) cannot be syntactically 
bound. Let us turn now to evidence that it can be so bound. (44) shows that 
picture NP reflexives can appear as the focus of an as-for construction. 
44. As for those pictures of himself, Bill identified them. 
More to the point, the .i.!.::i2.t. construction exhibits the pitstop property 
discussed above, as (45) shows. 
45. As for those pictures of himself, Mary believed that Bill regretted 
that Playgirl published them. 
46. As for those pictures of himself, Max believed that Bill regretted 
that Hugh published them. 
Parallel to the examples in (33), in (45) Bill is a possible controller for 
the reflexive himself, and in (46) each subject NP is a possible controller. 
Another construction which is of interest is the complement adjective 
construction illustrated in (42). Reed (1978) gives the following examples. 
47a. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Jack to have painted. 
b. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Jack to have allowed 
Susan to exhibit. 
Alongside these examples, consider (48). 
48a. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Jack to have painted 
them. 
b. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Jack to hsve allowed 
Susan to exhibit them. 
c. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Mom to believe that 
Jack would allow Susan to exhibit them. 
d. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Bill to believe that 
Jack would allow Max to exhibit them. 
In each of these examples we find the possibility of coindexing himself with 
any subject in the complement clause of the appropriate number and gender. If 
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we assume that successive-cyclic syntactic binding has applied in all these 
cases, we can explain the apparent violation of the IC (see Appendix 2 for 
such an analysis, and Section 4.1). On such an approach we would consider 
~~the material in the ~ focus variously in the position of each embedded 
COMP on the finding chain as well as at the position of the bindee in 
argument position. This approach would unify the analysis of picture-NP 
reflexive binding across a range of filler-pronouns and filler-gap 
coristructions. Similar comments apply to the too-enough construction.lS 
Having established that there are bound resumptive pronouns in the 
English ~ and too-enough constructions, we can not go on to ask whether 
in these cases the binding chain exhibited at LF can be used to the same 
advantage in explaining apparent violations of the IC that the notion of 
syntactic binding developed above was. If we can provide an account of 
reflexive binding based on O-binding, then we can give up the assumption,that 
pronouns are syntactically bound. However, in contrast to the Swedish 
examples, the English examples provide that acid test for distinguishing 
syntactic binding from O-binding. 
us CO'lls~ider first how the pii:stop~ property would De ilridy:rEid'ror 
involving Wh-Movement in terms of O-biding at LF. On such an 
(50) would be mapped into the following string at LF. 
[for which x3' x3 a picture of himself] [Mary believed 
S[[NP~] that [SBill regretted [S[NP~] that 
[SPlaygirl published [Npx3]]] 
It 
50. Which picture of himself did Mary believe that Bill regretted that 
Playgirl published? 
(49). O-binding holds only between the Wh-quantifier and x3' In 
particular, the occurrence of "[NPI]" are not filled with the variable xl 
because variable substitution is restricted to traces in argument position.lO 
the node dominating the variable x3 (appearing under published) --
NP 4 -- is coindexed with the occurrence of [Npe] in CONP. Therefore, even 
though we cannot directly use the O-binding ch~in at LF to account for the 
successive-cyclic effect in reflexive binding, we could reconstruct the 
syntactic binding chain at LF to calculate the anaphoric index on reflexives 
in picture-NPs by slightly revising the reconstruction procedure we have been 
';, relying on. Suppose, then, that we consider the material in the interrogative 
quantifier phrase at the location of the variable it O-binds and at the 
location(s) of the NP(s) (in COMP) to which the NP dominating the O-bound 
variable is coindexed. Such an approach seems equivalent to the syntactic 
procedure considered previously. 
3.3.2 This type of reconstruction of the syntactic binding chain at LF was 
necessitated because the O-binding chain failed to reveal the successive-
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cyclic nature of the syntactic binding chain needed to account for picture-NP 
reflexive binding. Given the framework of Chomsky (1977), an approach of this 
nature makes a strong, but false prediction about the relevauce of the pits top 
property for constructions manifesting filler-pronoun dependencies: it 
predicts that they do not exhibit the property, which, of course, I have 
argued they do. If we assume that a rule of predication applies to coindex 
the focus of the as-for construction to a pronoun in its scope, this rule will 
apply unboundedly -- it will coindex the two positions directly without 
involving any of the intervening CO~IPs in the process. To consi'der a 
simplified analysis, (51) might be mapped into (52) at LF, assuming that 
pronouns which are coindexed by rules of predication are turned into bound 
variables at LF. 
51. As for the picture of himself, Mary believed Bill regretted 
Playgirl published it. 
52. [as for some unique x7' x7 a picture of himself] 
[~Iary believed[SBill regretted[SPlaygirl published x7]] 
Applying the reconstruction procedure to compute the anaphoric index on 
!llm.!..!!ll will incorrectly predict that there are no possible controllers fur 
!llm.!..!!ll. The NP Playgirl will be ruled out on the basis of feature clash, and 
other NPs will be ruled out by the IC, Playgirl being an intervening subject. 
The crucial fact about the LF in (52) is that there is no COMP to COMP 
indexing since Wh-Movement has not applied (ex hypothesi). This leads to the 
mistaken conclusion that (52) is ungrammatical. 
To summarize the argument, the proposal being considered involved identifying 
a binding chain at LF which allows a unified account of reflexive binding. 0-
binding is unsufficient, and any attempt to reconstruct the syntactic binding 
chain at LF seems doomed to failure on the assumption that the only connection 
between the focus of an ~ construction and a pronoun beside O-binding is 
established by an (unbounded) rule of predication. We clearly require an 
analysis of pronoun binding in the as-for construction (and, inasmuch as the 
previous argument carries over to the adjectival complement construction, to 
that construction, too) which involves successive-cyclic binding, despite the 
fact that such binding is not island-sensitive. 
3.4 From at least one point of view, this is a surprising result. If the 
successive-cyclicity of Wh-Movement constructions is a result of the 
subjacency condition which prohibits ucbounded movement in its account of 
island phenomena (cf. Chomsky (1977», the last thing we would expect is 
evidence of successive-cyclicity in binding dependencies which are analyzed by 
rules of predication -- rules which violate subjacency. In the face of the 
facts and analyses just presented, it is difficult to maintain such an 
approach. I will return to this point below in Section 5.1.2. 
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3.5 We can also dismiss any reanalysis of resumptive pronoun binding in 
Irish in terms of a-binding at LF by the same reasoning. If we retain the 
assumption mentioned above which requires that any COMP node on a syntactic 
binding path (any COMP containing a dislocated relative complementizer or its 
trace) would spellout as A1. then we can explain directly why aL appears in 
every COMP slot in a direct relative in a movement analysis, given Wh-
Movement and subjacency. As mentioned above, the problem with this approach 
is that it fails to explain the parallel distribution of A1 in every COMP 
slot (but the bottommost one) of an indirect relative (in one register of 
Irish), given that indirect relatives are not derived by successive-cyclic 
Wh-Movement. Suppose we attempt to apply the COMP spellout rule at LF, 
hoping to take advantage of the fact that both gaps and resumptive pronouns 
correspond to a-bound variables at LF in an attempt to explain the 
distribution of A1 in indirect relatives. This approach will fail for the 
same reason that the attempt to analyze English reflexive binding in terms of 
the binding chain at LF did. If we apply Chomsky's rule of predication to 
coindex the resumptive pronoun in indirect relatives, this rule will coindex 
in an unbounded fashion, failing to bind any COMPs in embedded clauses 
/' appearing in the binding domain to the resumptive pronoun. Thus, the rule of 
.~ COMFc,spellout ,w.il.L. faiL. to spello,ut,. the.,intermediateCQM)!s .in, .. anHindir,ec,t v 
relative ll. producing the wrong result. Both in this case and in the case 
of reflexive binding in dislocated picture NP reflexives. there is evidence 
of e successive-cyclic binding chain mediating a long-distance filler-pronoun 
dependency. If we assume that, the only syntactic binding involved in such 
cases is the result of an unbounded rule of predication. it is difficult to 
provide a natural account of these facts. 
4.0 An altetnative account of long-distance binding which is available in 
transformational grammar expands on a suggestion due to Borer (1979) in which 
island sensitive filler-pronoun dependencies in Hebrew free relatives would 
be derived by Wh-Movement followed by trace-spellout. This proposal was an 
attempt to provide a uniform analysis only for cases of filler-gap and 
filler-pronoun dependencies which involved syntactic binding that showed 
island sensitivity. If the arguments in this paper are correct. the scope of 
syntactic binding is not limited to binding which is island sensitive. 
perhaps trace-spellout can be generalized to account for the full range of 
nyntactic bound pronouns. 
4.1 Applying this approach to the English as-for construction yields the 
following derivation (there is a similar derivation using Pro-movement). 
53. a. As for John [SrI like who]] 
b. As for John [swho[I like t]] (WIt-Movement) 
c. As for John[Swho[I like hiffill (trace-spel1out) 
d. As for John[s[I like himll (deletion of who at PR) 
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Since Wh-Movement can apply COMP to COMP in embedded structures, we will be 
able to provide an analysis for the picture of NP reflexive binding cases 
which evidence successive-cyclic effects. We will, of course, need to give an 
account of island sensitivity which allows Wh-Movement to relate terms in non-
subjacency domains just in case trace-spellout applied (for Irish). Suppose 
we count trace-spellout as optional, and adopt the proposal in Bresnan and 
Grimshaw (1978) which analyzes subjacenc.y as a condition on trace binding 
applying at S-structure. If we check for subjacency after trace-spellout has 
had a chance to apply, then in those cases in which binding extends into 
islands, if trace-spellout fails to apply, the string will be marked deviant. 
Additional language-specific rules will be required to account for further 
restrictions of the patterns of distribution of resumptive pronouns.17 I 
return to this problem below. 
4.2 This concludes the discussion of the first issue addressed in this 
paper. I have suggested that a grammar for filler-pronoun dependencies must 
treat resumptive pronouns as syntactically bound in the same sense that gaps 
are syntactically bound, and I have argued that this approach is preferable 
to the position developed in Chomsky (1977) in which only gaps are 
syntactically bound. In the course of the defense of this conclusion, I have 
considered and rejected the claim that the only sense in which pronouns are 
bound can be analyzed in terms of operator binding at LF. The main support 
for the view of generalized binding I adopt comes from the analysis of Irish 
complementizer distribution and reflexive binding in English. In both cases 
there was evidence of cyclic effects despite the fact that subjacency, the 
principle which is customarily thought of as inducing such effects, is not 
operative in such cases. 
5.0 Next, I would like to briefly consider how generalized binding can best 
be represented in a grammar. Thus far I have argued that a successive-cyclic 
Wh-Movement analysis is consistent with the data I have considered, provided 
that we extend Wh-Movement to cover certain cases of filler-pronoun 
dependencies by employing trace-spellout. A second alternative worth pursuing 
would be a base-generated analysis of long-distance dependencies such as that 
proposed by Kaplan and Bresnan (1981) (see Appendix 1 for an overview). This 
sort of approach is, in certain important regards, an interpretive version of 
Wb-Movement which seems roughly equivalent, at first glance. For example, 
both approaches involve successive-cyclic analyses of "unbounded" 
dependencies, and both employ empty categories (traces), although in somewhat 
different capacities. Furthermore, as was the case with a Wh-Movement 
analysis, given the existence of generalized binding, it will be necessary to 
extend the interpretive counterpart to Wh-Movement to cover both filler-gap 
and filler-pronoun dependencies. In the latter case, the binding involved 
will sometimes be non-subjacent, and therefore subjacency will need to be 
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construed as a condition on constituent structures rather than as a condition 
on Wh-coindexing (see Appendix 2 for implications for the LFG binding 
theory). I return to this matter in Section 6.0 •. 
5.1 Another common feature of both the movement and non-movement approaches 
involves a point registered earlier in Section 3.4. I have argued that even 
filler-pronoun dependencies can involve successive-cyclic binding, citing the 
distribution of Irish complementizers and English reflexives as evidence. 
However, since subjacency is inapplicable in the case of filler-pronoun 
dependencies in question, we may well ask why we find successive-cyclic 
hinding here inasmuch as there is no condition to guarantee it. One 
possibility would be to complicate the structural description of Wh-Movements 
so as to require that the moved constituent must land in the closest, higher 
COMPo This sort of move. in addition to being undesirable in principle. would 
lead to serious problems with the analysis of non-subjacent binding in certain 
filler-pronoun constructions discussed above. Clearly it would be better to 
avoid this approach •. A more satisfying explanation will be possible even 
where it is not obligatory. In a movement analysis, this amounts to 
recognizing' the option'of COMp· to ·COMP··Wh-Hovement '·in·"fi.H:eT-pronoun 
dependencies. Indeed, what would prevent Wh-Movement from applying in this 
way? It seems that nothing need do so, resulting in multiple analyses for 
embedded filler-pronoun dependencies involving looping, swooping and mixtures 
of the two. In each case, however, there will be one proper analysis. which 
reflects the option of successive-cyclicity, thereby explaining the pitstop 
property identified in Section 3.0. The same is true of a non-movement 
analysis of the sort being considered: once we. open up the option of 
successive-cyclic Wh-Interpretation for the filler-gap cases (indeed, in these 
cases island constraints guarantee that this is the only option>, there is 
nothing to prevent successive-cyclic interpretation from applying in the 
filler-pronoun cases as well. 
5.2 I would now like to turn to a difference between the movement and non-
movement approsches which should be mentioned, at least as. a topic for future 
research. In the case of the Wh-Movement analysis of filler-pronoun 
dependencies, given standard assumptions, trace-spellout is necessary to 
generate resumptive pronouns at extraction sites. In. the case of a base-
generated analysis of filler-pronoun dependencies, although trace-spellout is 
presumably available as an option, there is another approach which seems more 
nstural. This would involve defining Wh-Interpretation so that both gaps and 
pronouns can by syntactically bound by dislocated constituents (or COMP in 
the case of embedded extraction sites). Within the LFG binding theory (see 
Appendix I), this involves identifying both pronouns and traces as potential 
bindees. The details of this proposal are worked out in Appendix 2. 
The reason why this approach may be preferable to the movement/spellout 
approach has to do with the "local" character of trace-spellout. Boiled down 
to its essence, trace-spellout may be stated as "insert phonetic matrix-, 
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assuming the suggestion for agreement features in footnote 17. The rule is 
local in the sense that it involves only the extraction site. However, there 
is some evidence that the distribution of resumptive pronouns depends on 
further considerations. The issue is how to account for the range of bindees 
permitted in a particular construction. For example, the English ~fo~ 
construction allows resumptive pronouns, but not syntactically bound gsps. 
54. As for John, I like him. 
55. *As for John, I like ___ . 
The too-~Y&h adjectival construction, however, allows both gaps and pronouns 
(cf. (47a) , (48a), repeated below). 
47a. Tbose pictures of himself are too ugly for Jack to have painted. 
48a. Those pictures of himself are too ugly for Jack to have painted them. 
We can represent these differences in the LFG framework by placing appropriste 
restrictions on the binding properties of fillers in each construction. 
Suppose, for concreteness, that we divide NPs into three classes: trace, 
resumptive pronouns, and lexical NPs (including personal pronouns). Let 
NP pick out traces and resumptive pronouns, NP ,resumptive pronouns, 
[-lex1 r+Prol 
L-Iex.l 
and NP traces. Assuming all this, the filler in the as-for construction 
[=~:~1 
will be required to bind NP 
[:~::J 
construction will need to bind NP 
[-lex] 
out in Appendix 2. 
whereas the filler in the ~oo-~QY&h 
The details of this proposal are worked 
The movement/spellout analysis of long-distance dependencies must account for 
the range of permissible bindees in a different manner. It must somehow 
require trsce spellout to be obligatory in the ~fOL construction and 
optional in the too-enough construction. The same sort of problems arises in 
Irish we have seen that in what we are considering the unmarked case, direct 
object relativization, either pronoun or gaps, are possible bindees. However 
McCloskey (1979) reports that Irish clefts limit the range of possible 
bindees to gaps. Thus, in the csse of Irish, we must make trace spellout 
optional in some cases and impossible in others. 
This problem of rule government is reminiscent of the old problem with the 
EQUI transformation which was optional in the complell';ent of wa,p..!; and 
obligatory in the complement of ~. In the case of EQUI, transformational 
analysis has been generally rejected to avoid the need to augment the grammar 
with a formal exception marking device U.e., "rule features") which in effect 
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make transformations sensitive to lexical triggers. The problem in 
characterizing the distribution of gaps and resumptive pronouns invited by the 
movementl spelloutanalysis of long-distance dependencies may suggest the 
abandonment of transformational analysis for similar reasons. If anything, 
the case at hand is even more problematic than the EQUI case was, for in the 
present case, the putative rule of trace-spellout is governed not by lexical 
items, but rather by something more on the order of construction types. It is 
not not even clear how auch government could be recorded as a condition on 
spellout. 
I conclude, then, that a base-generated analysis of long-distance dependencies 
may be preferable, as far as ease of description is concerned, to the extent 
that it allows for the direct binding of resumptive pronouns without the need 
for trace-spellout. It is important to note, however, that, as in the case 
with EQUI constructions, on no account do we have an explsnation for the 
patterns of distribution. 
6.0 I have argued that syntactic binding can, in certain cases, involve 
resumptive' pronouns: 1l.' c:onisequenc:eoftiii:sconc:lus ion ·is'tliatsub jac:enC:Y''Cor 
an alternative account of the island constraints such as the approach in LFG) 
cannot be a condition on syntactic binding, but instead must be viewed as a 
condition on representations which apply, in the cases considered, only to a 
subclass of syntactic binding paths, i.e., the filler-gap dependencies. It 
might seem that these alternative conceptions of the nature of island 
constraints amount to no more than notational decisions or perhaps to merely 
reflect a difference in research strategies. Chomsky (1975), for example, 
considers the merits of a base-generated reanalysis of NP-movement and Wh-
Movement phenomena and concludes that 
It may be possible to devise an alternative to 
transformational grammar in which ... [movement 
rules l... are regarded as "interpretive" [note 
omittedl. Thus, we would have three types of rules 
for interpreting base-generated structures 
including traces: rules with the properties of 
(120i) [NP-movementl and (120ii) [Wh-Movementl with 
their cyclic interactions and the properties just 
outlined, and rules of anaphora, etc... If this 
speculation is correct, we should be able to move 
to a more abstract characterization of linguistic 
systems, adopting a point of view from which mPSA 
of tM core Pi. 1!:.!.!:!.l!.ll.I!!!ational nnmar will.. P..!!. 
'!§!j)'!! !.O ~ simply one £.!1!!£n.t:.!t realization of .!. .!§!.!; 
of §bstrac~ conditions that characterize .!;M human 
language facility. 
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The pure study of language, bssed solely on 
evidence of the sort reviewed here. can csrry us 
only to the understanding of abstract conditions on 
grammaticsl systems. No ~~~ realization of 
.!;.l!.u.!. £.2.Pili ion.!. .l!.!.J. .!.!U. P r i vile gel!. .tl.iJ:.ll. 
(emphasis mine.) 
Elsewhere, however, Chomsky (1977) has claimed that a base-generated analysis 
of long-distance dependencies is less desirable than a transformational 
analysis: 
It seems to me that we have three types of rules 
each with their separate properties NP-movement, 
Wh-movement, rules of construal (and, of course, 
others: e.g., extraposition, quantifier movement 
or interpretation, FOCUS, predication, etc.). If 
all are regarded as interpretive rules, we still 
have the same collections of properties, which can, 
in fac t, be exp laiPed ~!"ll.!!u. 11!n. s t ip~l if 
we take NP-movement and Wh-movement rules to be 
movement transformations meeting the conditions 
described here. (emphasis mine) 
As mentioned sbove, the point of this argument is that since conditions on 
movement rules (such as subjacency) govern only this class of rules (and not, 
say, rules of construal), we therefore can explain this fact by positing a 
separate component of movement rules in the grammar uniquely governed by the 
relevant constraints. Clearly the logic of the argument merits closer 
scrutiny. Suppose a linguistic theory provides two types of interpretive 
rules: one to account for movement phenomena and one to account for those 
constructions which are analyzed by rules of construal in Chomsky (1977) (e.g. 
each Qther interpretation). Suppose further that the formal characterization 
of these two types of rules is quite different -- let one class constitute a 
binding theory which requires that dislocated constituents must bind gaps 
locally (subjacently), and let the dependencies analyzed by the second class 
of rules (call them co-indexing rules) be free of this locality condition. 
Such an approach, which, incidentially, reflects in a large part the division 
of labor in LFG, needs to stipulate no more than the theory of Chomsky 
supports. Both theories must stipulate whether or not subjacency applied to a 
class (or sub-class) of rules. Note that subjacency does not apply to 
movement rules because they are movement rules -- there is nothing in the form 
or function of the movement transformation which somehow implies subjacency.l8 
There is, consequently, no explanatory advantage in stipulating that movement 
rules are governed by subjacency over stipulating that binding rules are so 
governed. 19 
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Furthermore, on. tbe basis of tbe arguments concernin th d' i- 4; of 
Irisb complement1zen and Englisb refl • g e utr but10n 
e%1ves offered above tb .' idence in favor of an analYllill which provides'f .. ' ere,.·.1S •. ev .-' 
. . . a un1 orm account of the generaiized b1nd1ng of both resumpt1ve pronouns and gaps S h 
. .. . . • uc an approach i.,i however, 
1ncompahble ~1th the p081t1on promoted in Chomsky (1977).20 We cm conclude 
that Cbomsky s approach has no advantage in prin . 1 '. hi h 
. " C1P e over a .y.teL W c 
accounts f?r gene~a11zed b1nd1ng and, in fact, seem. less ade uatea. r~gard. 
the analys1s of f1ller-pronoun dependencie.. q . 
• 't. /' ,Y' 
,.:';'-., ;: ( ~.::,. 
7.0 Tbi.s paper provides arguments. and analyses which support the claim, that 
resumpt1ve pronouns can be syntact1cally bound in the aame. faahion\ th.t:< g.p. 
are. I have argue~ that the type of binding in question cannot""in ' .11 cases', 
be analyzed at 10g1cal form. The proper representation of generalhed bindingc .• 
was discussed and evidence was given that a base-generated' .naly.fa . of iong-· 
distance dependencies is preferable to a Wh-Hovement an.lysi." ina.much: •• the 
latter requires the problematic mechanism of tr.ce-.peliout. Appendix 1, 
provides an introduction to one version of a baae-gener.ted gr.mm.nof:;lona-' 
distance dependencies developed within L~ic'1-functionaL.&ra_8J:._Im,APp~_, 
2, I extend this approach to account for the generalized binding'. of re.umptive· 
pronouna in Irish relative clauaes .nd present .n an.ly.is.;of'_ the .Iri.h 
complementizer alternation8 which, in turn, provide support fl1'r- hil.a~method of 
•• d,.". "'ENDU 1 .. ";<:;;E",,~~~}. 
The binding theory of LFG ia des igned to analyze conatructiona:: iii·~.liich· II 
dislocated constituent (or otherwise canonically p1a.cecl b:l.nd.er);:bears •. 
grammatical relation to a clauae from which it is aep.rated,::-~·'l!ffii.~ipie:, by 
an unbounded distance. The analysis does not make use of;.oveaenll.ru.l".'\,or 
any other form of transformational analysis. Rather, constructi~~,~i~;tiog 
long-diltance dependencies are base-generated, and the filler-gap:fil~pendency' 
is analyzed by establisbing a syntactic link between fille'b'alici.fii(.thich: 
accounts for tbe constituent control (or binding) of the g.p';liYit:lletf£.fter~ 
The analysis of constituent control fits togetber with the gener.~it~cf::o§ilt:;'of 
grammatical relations provided by functional structures which .r~·complit,ed: off: 
of the syntactic tree with access to lexical inforlllatioll;'.:'~ FllileticSh.1 
structure is an important feature of the theory of LFG. At the core' 0.£ this. 
analysis of grammatical relations is the power to encode a r.nge 0t:'form.l 
dependencies of which "dislocated grammatical rel.tiona" •• ·.introduced by 
filler-gap dependenciea ia just one type. In this appendix 1- will have' very 
little to say about functional structures ina.much .s it i. po •• ible;, to talk 
about the syntactic binding algorithm in LFG without di.cusaing its,interface 
with the analysis of grammatical relations (see Kaplan and Bre.nm· (1981) and 
Breanan (1982) for elaboration). 
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The dependencies involved in filler-gap constructions are. analyzed, in part, 
with "bounded domination metavariables.,,2l The metavariables, notated "il''' 
and ",!) ", are associated with nodes in a constituent structure by annotated 
phrase structure rules. The operant intuition is that ".jJ." is associated with 
a filler and "fI" is associated with its corresponding gap. The link between 
tbe two metavarisbles which encodes the correspondence (the binding relation) 
is established by first instantiating values for the metavariabl!!s and then 
identifying the value assigned to the metavariable corresponding to the filler 
with that assigned to the metavariable associated with· the gap. Let us 
consider an example which illustrates this procedure (in a simplified 
representation). 
lao S~NP S S 
J=,u,1II' 
b. NP~N 
c. NP~e 
2. I know who Bill saw. 
The annotations on the phrase structure rules (e.g., "J, =.u ~p") are equstions 
which identify the nodes that are associated with the bounded domination 
metavariables ("11''' and".u. If) which identify fillers and gaps.22 This 
identification makes use of immediate dominstion metsvariebles, "f'1 snd ".j," 
to locate the bounded metavsriables. The formula "~ =.ij." csn be read "my 
immediate daughter is a filler" and "i =11''' as "my mother is a gap," ignoring, 
for the moment, the super and subscripts. The difference, then, between 
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bounded and immediate metavariables is that the latter indicate immediate 
dominance relations and the former encode more remote dependencies (i.e., 
filler-gap dependencies) which cannot be described in such local terms. 
After the metavariables are attached to the tree, each node not directly 
dominating a terminal element23 is assigned a vslue in the form of a variable ;:,::i':£ ... £011)::::' " <h. 1.£< o£ .. , bolo. <h.h ' .. ,oo<t .. 
fS~!=~~p 7~ 
i ~iP y,"" 
who i I ~Nr 
Bill saw e 
t=1iNP 
Next, for any node with an attached ",I.", the variable value of that node is 
substituted for the variable (the substitution is indicated by":"). 
4. 
Then, a new variable is introduced for each ".ij,". 
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s. 
Finally, the "Jl." must be paired with the "it". This is accomplished by 
identifying tbe value assigned to "Jj.~p'" flO' with the variable value 
associated with the node corresponding to "1tNP" In this case, the equation 
on "e", the empty string, indicates that its mother NP is associated with the 
"1tNP" bounded metavariable, and since f9 is the value for that NP, we have 
established that flO" f 9• In addition, the equation on the dislocated NP 
node tells us that the value of ",If. which is f 5 • is equal to the value of "~:p . which is flO; that is: fS - flO' Thus. by transitivity of equality. 
we have f5 : f 9• This last equation tells us that [N whol fills the 
grammatical role of [NP el (which in this case is the direct object of ll!!) 
since the "J. .. Jmp equation on the dislocated NP asserts that its daughter 
[N whol has the value f 5 • which we have identified with f9' the value assigned 
to the empty NP. 
We can (and henceforth will) indicate the link established between fS and f9 
in the previous example as follows. 
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6. 
This should cause no confusion so long as it is recalled that there is a 
three-part process of metavarisble attacbment, instantiation of values for 
variables, and identification of functionally equivslent values which accounts 
for the binding which the dashed line indicates. 
We can now go on to fill in sOlne of the details of Hie bilidlng theory and 
then, in Appendix 2, consider how the analysis can be extended to Irish long-
distance dependencies. First, let us return to the .. S" and "NP" notations on 
the bounded metavariables. The superscript "s" indicates that tbe 11'-
metavariable linked to ".u.~p" must be located within an "S-rooted control 
domairtn . 
7. 1l9.!!!!ding Convention 
A node M belongs to a control domain with a root R, 
if and only if R dominates M and there are no 
bounding nodes on the path from M up to but not 
inc luding R. 
Root Node gi. A ggn~jJ;J!!!l!J Control D.!l!!!f.in 
Suppose ~ is a controller metavariable attached to 
a node N. Then a node R is the root node of a 
control domain for ,~ if and only if 
s. R is a daughter of N's mother, and 
b. R is labeled with category r. 
(Bresnan and Kaplan (1981) 
The principles in (7) restrict the location of a filler, in the case we have 
examined, to the S which is the right sister to the dislocated NP. The "NP" 
subscript slso places a restriction on the range of binding possibilities. It 
indicates that the controller metavariable to which it is attached can only be 
linked to a metavariable associated with an NP. This proviso rules out 
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binding in strings such as the following. 
8. *Who did Bill run [ADV e]? 
' ........ - ... - ..... - .. - ~ .. ' 
The next task is to develop the analysis of the NP in dislocated position in 
questions Of course, not just any NP is permitted In the cases we shall 
consider, only interrogative words will appear in this position (e.g. who, 
what, etc.) (although in a more complete analysis we would prov~de for 
embedded interrogatives inCOMP). We can state this requirement with the help 
of bounded metavariables. Supj,0se we annotate the phrase structure rule for ~ 
so that the metavariable "JJ.·I~WNd" is associated with the NP in dislocated 
position (in addition to the" .jj.Np" metavariableL Also, let the lexical 
entry for who include the following equation. 
We can incorporate this information in a tree diagram (informally as 
follows. 24 
10. 
On the basis of this analysis of unbounded dependencies, it is possible to 
define a number of conditions that must be obtained for a sentence to be 
grammatical on a certain analysis. The Grammatic§JJlty pQPditjQn in Kaplan and 
Bresnan (1981) entails that each filler corresponds to a gap -- that there are 
no unlinked bounded metavariables. This accounts for the deviance of (8) in 
which the filler and gap metavariables will both be unlinked as a consequence 
of the restriction imposed by the subscript on who which limits its range of 
bindees to NPs. The filtering problem for long-distance dependencies can also 
be accounted for in this way. In the case of restrictive relative clauses for 
example, we can extend the analysis of dislocated NPs in questions to 
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dislocated relative pronouns. 
11a. [Npthe book which Bill resd] ••. 
b. *[NPthe book which Bill read the review] ••• 
12a. NP 
~~-
NP S 
~ N~'>S·'-. J=t~" "j --." 
liP " ~=~[+REL] .. 
I " '. 
N: NP P', 
I' I ~'I 
whic},,: N V NP : 
l' ~f[;I"REL] I I I " 
Bill read e ' 
1 =1tNP 
b. 
Bill read the review 
Assuming that the feature hREL] identifies relative complementizers, both 
pairs of metavariables are linked in (12s) consistent with the grammaticality 
of (11a). In (l2b), however, tbere is no accessible bindee metavariable to 
link to the metavariable associated with the relative pronoun, accounting for 
the deviance of (lIb). When we consider Irish relative clauses in Appendix 2, 
this analysis will be extended to account for the distribution of resumptive 
pronouns and the complementizer alternations discussed above, First, however, 
two final aspects of tbe binding tbeory need spelling out. 
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The first issue is island constraints. In LFG, the definition of the Bounding 
Convention coupled with an identification of the bounding nodes in a language 
provide an account of island sensitivity. To rule out (13), for example, 
Kaplan and Bresnan (1981) assume that S's dominated by irs are bounding nodes 
-- boxed nodes in their notation. 25 
13. *The girl wondered what the nurse asked nho __ saw __ 0 
saw e 
After whQ is linked to the subject gap, there is not accessible bindee for 
Xh~ to be linked to, leaving two unlinked metavariableso The impossibility 
of establishing a link between wh~-t and the object gap is a result of the 
Bounding Convention which categorizes the embedded subject position ss outside 
the control domain of what because the bounding node S2 intervenes on the path 
from the root node of whatOs control domain (Sl) to the potential bindee in 
embedded object position. Thus, the ungrammaticality of (13) is accounted for 
on the basis of unlinked metavariables. 
Finally, the analysis must be extended to account for examples such as (14). 
14. I wonder who the nurse claimed that the baby saw. 
In (14) the target metavariable is associated with the embedded direct object. 
Why, then. does the embedded S node not block the linkage between who and the 
embedded subject position? If we assume following Kaplan and Bresnan (1981) 
that all embedded Ss are bounded nodes, something must be said to distinguish 
embedded extraction sites (such as in (14» from extraction sites embedded iu 
Wh-islands. In this regard, Kaplan and Bresnan (1981) provide a linking 
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schema on the subordinator !pat to effectively extend the bounding domain into 
embedded clauses which that introduces. 
15. 
NP 
/"'\. 
the baby 
saw e 
. 
• 
The notation "11'= J}.SII on !P1I.!. will be optionally introduced by the phrase 
structure rule expanding subordinate clauses.26 It allows any '-metavariable 
to be linked to it (since it lacks a restricting subscript) and by 
convention, it passes the categorical restriction imposed by its controlling 
metavariable down to ita controllee. Thus the gap thst 'is ultimately bound 
in (15) must be an NP. This approach to unbounded depe~dencies, as Kaplan and 
Bresnan note, captures the basic insights of a successive-cyclic Wh-movement 
analysis without appealing to movement transformstions. 
APPENDIX 2 
Turning now to Irish, the binding theory of LFG has several properties which 
make it well suited for the description of Irish relative clauses Perhaps 
most importantly, it will allow us to account for both syntactic binding and 
Irish complementizer alternations by a single mechanism, The generalizations 
we need to capture have been described by Hale (ms.) in the following way.27 
a. the direct form (e.g., a1) is used when the COMP 
is bound to a head and binds an anaphoric element 
([NPe1, in our terminology -- SW) or COMPo 
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b. the indirec t form (e.g., .iN) is used when the 
COMP is bound to a head but does not bind an anaphoric 
pronouns (again, [Npe] -- SW) or COMPo 
Hale does not provide a formal devic::e to encode these generalizations, and 
his approach differs from mine in that he proposed the generslizations in (1) 
in the context of a grammar which contained an interpretive binding algorithm 
functioning independently of (1). Nevertheless, the basic insight reflected 
in (1), viz. that the distribution of complementizers in Irish can be 
accounted for on the basis of their binding properties, seems to me to be 
correct, and it is developed below. 
Consider first the direct relative. Following McCloskey, we will analyze ~L 
as a complementizer, on a par with English !pat. As such, aL will be 
associated with a special metavariable equation in cases in which it 
introduces a relative clause. 
~-NP 
, 
v 
In order to prevent .u. from appearing on a binding chain terminating in a 
pronoun, we introduce the feature [~Pro], and allow that feature to appear on 
subscripts of metavariables. The subscript "NP" will appear on metavariables 
[+Pro] 
associated with resumptive pronouns or aN 28 and "NP" (which will be written 
[ -Pro] 
simply as "NP") will appear on metavariables associated with NPs dominating 
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the empty string and sL (when it sppesrs as a relative complementizerJ. Thus, 
if a pronoun were substituted for [Npe] in (2) the metavariable associated 
with the lowest §b and the metavariable associated with the pronoun could not 
be linked to each other (because of a clash on the feature [Pro]), and the 
result is two unlike metavariables accounting for the ungrammaticality of such 
a structure. The feature [-Pro] on ~ prevents the substitution of aN for the 
same reason 
This analysis solves the filtering problem for Irish direct relatives as a 
direct result of the binding theory (in the same way as in the English 
relative clause discussed above), and provides an account of the distribution 
of aL in direct relatives without appeal to a successive-cyclic movement rule 
or an analysis of complementizer distribution which is independent of the 
binding theory such as the COMP-spellout approach suggested in the main text. 
Let us now turn to indirect relatives. 
Consider first the most productive pattern of complementizer distribution 
repeated below in schematic form. 
3. [(Det> NOM [s aN. [s goN ... Pronll] 
Before presenting an analysis, recall that ~oN functions similarly to the 
English that which appears outside binding domains 29 in examples such -as the 
following. 
4. I hope that you are happy. 
5. I hope that you think that you are happy. 
6. That birds eat is obvious. 
These occurrences of that are neither bound nor binding, and following Hale 
(ms.), we can treat &QH in this way by not assigning it any linking equation. 
By doing so, however, we effectively place the embedded resumptive pronoun 
outside the binding domain of ~: 
7. 
It[~ 
aN 
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In (7) I have extended the analysis in certain ways. ~N, like A1. is 
introduced with the feature [+REL] indicating that it is a relative 
complementizer. The feature [+Pro] (on the 1'-metavariatile associated with 
~) limits its distribution to indirect relatives. Also as discussed above, 
in addition to [NPe] personal pronouns must be (optionally) associated with 
t-metavsriable equations in the lexicon. The feature !+Pro] here will 
guarantee that aN and not ~ will bind pronouns The problem in (i>, however, 
is that the Bounding Convention will not permit a link to be established 
between aN and the resumptive pronoun since the latter is not in the control 
domain of the former. The second boxed S is, of course, the root of the 
problem. Suppose we modify the Bounding Convention to allow the resumptive 
pronoun to be bound by.!!!! in (7): 
8. Bounding QonventioA (revised) 
A node M belongs to a control domain with root node R 
if and only if 
a. R dominates M and 
b. If M dominates the empty string,30 then there are 
no bounding nodes on th. path from M up to but not 
including R. 
This revision of the Bounding Convention (for Irish) permits the link to be 
established in (7). We also predict the possibility of binding resumptive 
pronouns in islands (discussed above) while retaining an account for the 
island-sensitivity exhibited by the direct relative. 
In addition to generating the possible distribution of >LL, ~, and &2M (in the 
"major register" being considered at present>, it is also necessary to block 
the impossible configurations. First, ~ must be prevented from occurring in 
embedded COMP positions other than in relative complementizer position. The 
following patterns are ungrammatical (in the major register).3l 
9a. aN aN {~ron} 
b. aL aL {~ron} 
c. aN aN goN {~ron} 
d. aL aN goN {~ron} 
In each case, the ungrammaticality is accounted for by preventing aN to be 
bound by any other complementizer. That is, unlike Irish Ill, and English !!1at 
which function both as relative complementizers and as subordinate 
complementizers which can extend binding domains, ~ has only the first 
function in the register being considered. Formally we can account for this 
distribution by not associating aN with the 1 inking equation "t~ "-S,, (which 
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will be assigned to ~). We require, then, th~ following phrase structure 
rules and <partially specified) lexical entries.32 
lOa. S_NP[!] 
b. g-If ~NP 0 
= [+REL] 
+Pro 
1 = J:p 
11a. aL: 1) 1'1; 1t.~ s 
2} N'1}'=1I' 
' [+REL] 
-Pro 
b. aN: 1) 1'1; 11'=11' [+REL] 
+Pro 
c. gol'l: 1) 1'1 
Furthermore, we have accounted for the following impossible patterns of 
complementizers in a binding domain by failing to assign any linking equations 
to ~3~ 
12a. goN {iron} 
b. gol'l aL {iron} 
c. goN aN {iron} 
d. aL goN {iron} 
Finslly, we must make one more adjustment to prevent the following 
ungrammatical sequence of complementizers. 
13. *al'l •.. aL ••• Pron 
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As things stand, the linking equation on ~ (qua subordinator) extends the 
binding domain for a relative comp1ementizer as follows. 
-... ......., .-
14. aN h US ••• 'aL t= liS ••• ,Pron t' 
[+RELl 'II' NP, "", NP 
+Pro 't-tfrol,' \ , , ["'1""01 
~ -' 
This is a result of the linking equation .. it .. .u.S" on aL, which was originally 
motivated for English that. However, this linking equation is too general for 
aL. Like~,.J!. extends binding domains, but only those in which a gap is 
ultimately bound. This restriction can be encoded by adjusting the linking 
equation on A1 to permit its t and '-metavariables to be linked only to a 
corresponding metavariables subscripted for "NP" (and not "NP"): 
[ +Prol 
15. aL: 
2) N; i .. t 
[+pREL] 
- ro 
Thia change completely specifies the requirement that aM can only bind 
pronouns, and thus provides an account for the deviance of the pattern in 
(13). 
Thia completes the analysis of the primary register. In addition to the facts 
that the present analysis provides a natural account of the facts considered, 
an additional advantage is that the analysis is easily extendible to account 
for the second pattern of complementizers possible in indirect relatives, 
repeated below. 
16. [(Det) Nom [SaL .,. [saN •.• Pron]l] 
In the primary register, AN functioned only as a relative complementizer and 
could not extend a binding domain. We see in (16), however, that ~N can 
appear embedded in a binding chain provided 1) it is bound by A1, and 2) it 
immediately binds a pronoun. Thus, this occurrence of aN differs from 
previous examples in what it may be bound by, but not in what it binds. "The 
following lexical entry for ~ incorporates this second role. 
17. aN: N; t .. r [+REL] 
+p/Q 
This entry, in tandem with the rules in (10), allows the following analysis of 
(18) which exemplifies the pattern in (16).34 
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18. ~­L /', 
an doras lP~ i 
the door i [~~ I~'''' ... 
N/ ~~ mhtsann 
think 
aL 
"The door that you think the key is in" 
an 
eochair 
the key 
.. 
. 
, ' 
I 
I 
• 
PP1/' "p 1~ 
ann 
in it 
As (18) indicates, the binding of complementizers in Irish is treated 
essentially as a local phenomenon in the senae that the restrictions on 
binding are imposed only on two adjacent metavariables. Thus we get a "COMP 
to COMP" effect without employing a successive-cyclic movement operation. We 
achieve this successive-cyclic effect on the basis of the account of island-
sensitivity provided by the revised Bounding Convention. Thst is, the 
restrictions on the metavariables associated with Irish complementizers 
require "COMP to COMP" binding even when a binding domain terminates in a 
resumptive pronoun as in the pattern in (16), The account explains why aL is 
possible in indirect relatives, why in indirect relatives (as in direct 
relstives) it has a COMP by COMP distribution, snd, finally, why &2B:'cannot 
interrupt a chain of II complementizers (e.g., *aL ... goN ... aL ... goN .. ,Pron).35 
This is a slightly different state of affairs than we find in the English 
pronoun retsining constructions discussed in the main text (the.i.t.=1.2L and 
too-enough constructions). In these cases, slthough there was nothing to 
require successive-cyclic binding in the filler-pronoun dependencies, it 
remains as sn option. Taking as sn example the as-for construction, suppose 
we assign the binding equation "~& .u.~p" to the NP focus of the 
[t,rel 
~ clause (optionally, to account for the cases which lack pronouns), 
there is no way to prevent links through each successively embedded COMP which 
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are optionally assigned the equation ,,1t = t s" which extends binding domains, 
as discussed above. Of course, nothing prevents an analysis of an as-for 
construction in which there is no resumptive pronoun hinding, or even an 
analysis in which a resumptive pronoun is syntacticslly bound "long-distance" 
without being linked through each successively embedded COMPo But even though 
mUltiple analyses sre possible, there will always be one analysis which does 
involve suc.cessive-cyclic interpretation. 
"As for those pictures of himself, Mary believed 
that Bill regretted that Playgirl published them." 
FOOTNOTES 
* This paper was begun while I was in receipt of an Alfred P. Sloan research 
fellowship at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. It is difficult to 
think of anyone who came within earshot of the linguistics department there 
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who was not subjected to some version of this paper. In particular I thank 
Ron Kaplan, David Lebeaux, Joan Bresnan, Emmon Bach, Tom Wasow, Peter Sells, 
Dan Finer, Mats Rooth, Roger Higgins, Alan Prince, Jane Grimshaw, Lyn Frazier, 
Luigi Rizzi, and Yasuaki Abe for help and advice. Edwin Williams required 
special thanks, for he has exhibited unbounded patience in commenting on and 
improving many earlier versions of this work. Parts of this paper were read 
at the Sloan Workshop on Parsing and Long-Distance Dependencies held at the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, January 1981, and at a department of 
linguistics colloquium in the fall of 1981 at the same institution. 
IHere, and throughout this paper, in the discussion of resumptive pronouns, I 
am. implicitly limiting the topic to the resumptive pronoun systems found in 
Irish and Hebrew, which are similar to each other in several respects to be 
described below. Later I will have a bit to say about Swedish resumptive 
pronouns, but it would be a mistake to expect what I say to necessarily carry 
over to other languages such as Japanese, Vata, or Italisn, for example, which 
seem to have resumptive pronouns governed by rather different principles than 
those studies here. 
21 will discllss .. the u-for construction in plsce of the bulkier as far as X is 
concerned construction for the balance of this psper. The claims made about 
the ~for construction are equally true of the latter construction. 
31 will limit the discussion to relative clauses, but Irish questions also 
allow resumptive pronouns. All of the data presented below is from McCloskey 
(1979). I also draw heavily on HcCJoskey's insights, and in some cases his 
criticisms of certain analyses of the data. In both Irish and Hebrew, it is 
not the case that gaps and pronouns are in free variation in constructions 
involving syntactic binding. I am not aware of any truly satisfying 
explanation for the observed patterns of resumptive pronoun/gap distribution, 
although it is possible to describe the facts with auxiliary devices such as 
surface filters (c.f. McCloskey (1979) for a proposal). Hale (ms.) has 
attempted to explain some of the relevant data by a theory of obviation (see 
also Borer (1979) for related discussion). I have nothing new to add to this 
topic, and I assume that whatever the correct solution to this problem turns 
out to be, it will interact with the binding theory in the appropriate way to 
explain away the apparent overgeneration which results from gearing one's 
anslysis to what seems to be the unmarked case -- relativization on the direct 
object -- which does exhibit basically free variation between gaps and 
resumptive pronouns in Irish and Hebrew. 
4Air is an incorporated PP in which the object of the preposition appears in a 
suppletive form as a part of the lexical preposition. For now we may leave 
open the question of whether these PPs are to be analyzed as intransitive PPs 
at S-structure or rather on a par with English PPs coupled with a 
morphological rule of incorporation. 
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5In that this is the only consideration relevant to the discussion in this 
paper I will ignore the other factors below. 
6The actual forms of the comp1ementizers in this construction are different in 
that they are inflected for tense (see fn. 5). 
7This is the position taken in McCloskey (1978). In McCloskey (1979) he 
considers the facts to be presented in some detail, and after pointing out how 
they bear on several important theoretical issues, classes them' as disputed 
data, and withholds analysis. I discuss this issue directly below. 
8That is, all the complementizers on the binding chain down to the bottommost 
one are Ak and the bottommost complementizer is aN. Another restriction on 
this pattern which McCloskey notes is that the bindee must be a prepositional 
object. I return to this point briefly below. In addition to the patterns 
discussed here, there are other complementizer dialects discussed in McCloskey 
(1979) (q.v.). Finally, as McCloskey points out, the special complementizers 
aL and aN can appear outside of binding domains in certain constructions (for 
example, aL appears in coordinate structures). 
91 follow McCloskey's criticism of Wh-movement quite closely here. 
McCloskey's own analysis of Irish relativization will not be discussed (cf. 
McCloskey (1978), (1979) for details; see Weisler (forthcoming». The essence 
of his analysis involves a rule of unbounded rule which optionally deletes 
pronouns which have been coindexed with the head of the relative by a separate 
rule of coindexing as proposed by Akmajian and Kitagawa (1976), not dissimilar 
from Chomsky's rule of predication. The complementizer alternations are 
accounted for either by transformations which substitute the correct 
complementizer form (McCloskey (1978» or surface filters (McCloskey (1979». 
10McCloskey (1979) presents parallel facts from Irish which seem to support 
the same conclusion. 
lIThia possibility was suggested to me by Edwin Williams. 
12This approach would involve identifying the deep structure position of a 
dislocated item. Engdahl (1980) provides arguments against the feasibi.lity of 
such an approach based on examples involving reflexives bound by quantifiers. 
In Weis1er (in progress) I reply to Engdahl's arguments in defense of the 
approach sketched here. The basic problem involves providing a coherent 
interpretation procedure for the coindexing obtaining between a reflexive and 
its controller. It is important to note that the reconstruct,ion procedure 
being considered does not involve actual lowering of the dislocated 
constituent at LF or any other level of analysis. We simply consider the 
dislocated constituent ~ it were at the position of its bindee to 
calculate anaphoric indices. 
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13Examples of this sort appear in Reed (1978). who makes essentially the same 
point about them that I do_. A word about picture NPs is also in order here. 
Although there are many things that we do not know about picture NPs. I intend 
to establish the only crucial point for my argument. viz. that reflexives in 
picture NPs are sensitive to a specified subject (or intervention constraint) 
effect in much the same way that ordinary reflexives are. One outstanding 
difference between reflexives in picture NPs and ordinary reflexives is 
exemplified in (i-ii). 
i) *Himself surprised John. 
ii) Those pictures of himself surprised John. 
It appears that reflexives are permitted in matrix subject position provided 
that they are inside picture NPs. Thus. it may be possible to give an account 
of examples like (32) which explains why reflexives can. in these cases. 
precede their controllers. which does not need to make reference to syntactic 
binding in any way. In the crucial examples that follow note that such an 
approach will not extend to explain the possibility of coindexing a dislocated 
picture NP reflexive to an embedded subject. inasmuch as that is not normally 
possible in picture NP constructions wbich do not involve syntactic binding: 
iii) Those pictures of himself convinced Bill to claim that 
- Marywasright.-
iv) *Those pictures of himself convinced Mary to claim that 
Bill was right. 
Finally. I have been able to estsblish the same pattern of grammaticality 
judgments I discuss in reference to examples with picture NP reflexives-in the 
text on the basis of examples with other anaphors such as his (her) own and 
esch other's with many speakers I have consulted. So. in the examples in 
(33). for instance. try substituting "Which of his own books" or "Which,of 
each other's books" for the Wh-phrase including the picture NP reflexive (in 
the second case. an appropriate plural antecedent must allobe-provided). 
These anaphors are also sensitive to the specified subject effect. as the 
reader can verify. I think. therefore. that the phenomena to be discussed are 
not crucially linked to a special property of-picture NP reflexives. but 
rather should be made to follow from a general account of dislocated anaphors. 
14 It is interesting to note that Engdahl (1980) evaluates Swedish sentences 
parallel to (33c) (with sina as the dislocated anaphor) as only allowing_ the 
reflexive to be coindexed with the lowest subject. In fact. certain speakers 
of English (especially. but not exclusively. speakers of British English) 
report the same pattern with regard to the dislocated picture NP s.entences 
discussed in the text. It is easy to account for these differences· by 
adjusting the analysis presented below to ignore the successive-cyclic binding 
path (see below). 
One point should be emphasized in the _face of this apparent_ dialect 
split. Below I srgue that certain filler-pronoun constructions in English are 
also open to the types of mUltiple interpretations supported by tbe examples 
in (33). Significantly. I have found no speakers who allow the multiple 
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interpretations in question for (33) but fail to allow them for the filler-
pronoun cases, nor any who allow mUltiple interpretations the in the latter 
cases, but not in the case of (33). The importance of this point will become 
apparent after Section 3.2. 
15Note that the position of the resumptive pronoun in the sentence is crucial 
for establishing the possible controllers for the focused reflexive: 
i) *Mary identified that picture of himself after Max left. 
ii) *Which picture of himself did Mary identify after Max left? 
iii) *As for that picture of himself, Mary identified it after Max left. 
(0 shows that Max, the subject of the Ailll-phrase, is not accessible as 8 
controller for the picture NP reflexive in the matrix direct object position. 
(i0 shows that extracting on the direct object position makes Mn 
inaccessible to the dislocated picture NP reflexive -- a fact which follows 
from the reconstruction procedure for establishing anaphoric indices being 
defended. Finally, (iiO shows that a resumptive pronoun in direct object 
position bound to a focused picture NP reflexive also forces Max to be 
inaccessible as a controller. If ~ and Max are systematicallY switched in 
(i-iii), all the sentences become good. (iv-vi) register the same point. 
iv) *Mary identified the picture of himself that a woman 
John knew had developed. 
v) *Which picture of himself did Mary identify that a 
woman John knew had developed? 
vi) *As for that picture of himself that a woman John knew 
developed, Mary identified it. 
(The relative clause is extraposed in (v). This does not affect the point 
here.) Parallel examples can be constructed using the too-epough adjectival 
construction. 
16Cf • May (1981) for discussion. 
17This includes the question of how the effect of the Keensn-Comrie hierarchy 
is encoded, a problem I will not discuss here. We must also account for the 
particulsr form which the resumptive pronoun takes (e.g. with regard to 
gender, number, etc.). Within a movement framework, in the simplest case, we 
might assume that Wh-movement leaves these agreement features behind on the 
trace. 
18Actually, it is not clear that subjacency only governs movemept rules. 
Gapping is a candidate for a deletion rule which obeys subjacency (cf. Koster 
(978), der Haan (981) for relevant discussion). See also Bresnan (1976), 
(977) and Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978) for arguments that comparatives and 
free relatives should be analyzed by unbounded rules of deletion sensitive to 
(some version of) subjacency. 
19Notice thst, as Chomsky (1977) points out, if the grammar includes rules of 
predication as a subclass of interpretive rules, it will be necessary to 
specify that, of the interpretive rules, only the predication rules freely 
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violate the Propositional Island Condition and the Specified Subject 
Condition, whereas other interpretive rules (such as the each other rule) are 
governed by these constraints. Thus, independently of the issue at hsnd, it 
seems necesssry to place constraints on subclasses of rules. 
20r.: may appear that one advantage to Chomsky's (1977) approach is that Wh-
movement can explain why only filler-gap dependencies can be sensitive to 
island constraints. Given generalized binding, this observation would seem to 
be sn accident. However, while it is in general true that filler-pronoun 
dependencies are island insensitive, Borer (1979) reports. that there are 
island sensitive filler-pronoun dependencies in Hebrew free relatives. This 
is just the sort of thing we would expect to find, on the view I am promoting. 
One can only speculate why such cases are not more frequent. Perhaps, as 
Janet Fodor (personal communicstion) has suggested, resumptive pronouns 
facilitate processing, and therefore tend to enjoy a greater distribution than 
gaps for extra-grammatical reasons. 
211 will simplify the analysis presented in Kaplan and Bresnan (1981) below. 
The justification for employing metavariables in the analysis can be given as 
follows: One way to thinkoftbe h,inding theory is asaformaltheory of 
·co·ind~xing (as far as consi:i'i:iuint ·stiud:urereladonii areconcerued).A 
metavariable is a place holder for an index which will be assigned to both a 
binder and a bindee. Values (in the form of variables) will be instantiated 
for these metavariables, and tbese values will be set equal to each other to 
achieve "co indexing." The metavariables are bound, in a sense to be spelled 
out to account for island sensitivity. 
22Strictly speaking, the metavariables are associated with nodes in a tree, 
whereas we may tend to understand terms like ~ and &AA to refer to 
terminal elements (sucb as ~) or the empty string, respectively. 
23Nodes dominating the empty string qualify. See Kaplan and Bresnan (981) 
for clarification. 1 am departing from their proposal to simplify matters. 
241t is not correct to interpret the dotted lines in (0) as part of a graph 
representing the constituent structure (such a proposal has been made by Stan 
Peters in unpublished work). It is simply an informal way of indicating 
bindillg. 
251 have simplified the informal tree diagrams by suppressing immediate 
domination metavsriables. 
260ptiollally to allow ll!ll to appear outside of binding domains. In cases 
where ~ doesn't appear, the equation appears on the S node. 
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27Hale demurs in arguing for (Ia-b) on the basis of McCloskeY'1h position that 
the data are disputed (see fn.]). His paper is also unfinished (as well as 
unpublished), and it is therefore inappropriate to criticize it in any detail. 
Furthermore, I basically want to endorse what Hale proposes. 
28Note that this is not to claim that aN is a pronoun, but only that it binds 
a pronoun. 
29This was accounted for by optionally assigning binding equallions to that. 
Inasmuch as Ab and aN have limited distributions outside binding domains (cf. 
fn 8), they will also be optionally associated with their binding equations. 
30In order to account for locality conditions governing the part of the 
binding chsin which binds a COMP to a COMP (in an embedded binding chain) it 
will be necessary to cast this bounding restriction in s slightly different 
form. Rather than identify bindees which must be subjacently bound on the 
basis of whether or not they dominate the empty string, we must impose 
locality conditions on the binding obtaining between nodes which are 
associated with 11'" and.ij.-metavariables marked with the sUbscript "NP"). 
[+Pro] 
311 assume that the two Irish indirect relative complementizer patterns should 
be considered as parts of separste registers to account for McCloskey's 
observations that the "aL ••• aN ••• " pattern is not frequently used in speech 
(while it does appear in grammars, and speakers do appear to have intuitions 
about it>, whereas the "aN ••• goN ••• " pattern does freely occur. Another 
advantage of separating the registers is that we can explain why the pattern 
"aL ••• aN ••• goN ••• Pron" is not found in any register (although it is generated 
by McCloskey's and Hale's analyses, as far as I can tell). On my analysis 
such a complementizer pattern would involve a mixture of two strategies for 
forming indirect relatives from two different registers. As such, this 
pattern would be generated by the syntax, but would be deviant from the point 
of view of register switch. There is obviously much more to be said on this 
topic. 
32The decision not to recognize a COMP node as well as the decision not to 
distinguish the clausal nodes dominating questions, sentences, and relative 
clauses is arbitrary. I will, however, continue to refer to COMP as a 
position in a tree (i.e. the NP that is the left sister to S). 
33 Note that it would be possible to pursue an analysis in which goN does 
receive a binding equation which appropriately limits its binding relations. 
I leave this possibility open. 
341 assume that the incorporated preposition ABA exists as an independent 
lexical item, and that its binding equation is listed as a part of its le~ical 
entry. Note that we may assume that ~ is dominated by a P node without any 
difficulty. In particular, the binding involves the metavsriable associated 
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with the incorporated preposition and is independent of the syntactic category 
of the lexical bindee. Another possibility was mentioned in fn. 4. It is 
also possible to encode the curious fact that A[ must bind a preposition 
object by placing a special diacritic on both A[. and '~metavariables 
associated with incorporated prepositional phrases. This fact remains. 
however. completely unexplained. 
35If this analysis is correct. we have evidence that a part of a binding chain 
csn fall under the clause of the Bounding Convention which enforces locality 
conditions. It was for this reason that the account of island sensitivity 
sketched in footnote (30) in which such sensitivity was characterized in terms 
of metavariables rather than the empty string was suggested. This ability to 
impose locality constraints on part of a binding chain is a feature of the 
Bounding Convention which I do not believe can be made to follow from the 
approach to subjacency taken in the EST framework. 
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